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Abstract: Urinary bladder carcinoma is the most frequently occurring cancer of the urinary tract. Like any other types of cancer the diagnosis, treatment and overall management of urinary bladder cancer is not only expensive but also time consuming. During all these procedures, patients face several barriers while accessing care. The physicians and healthcare administrative or policy makers have the opportunity to closely observe patients' situation or their view towards existing policy and support system. Objective of this study is to explore professionals' perspective on access to care for patients with urinary bladder carcinoma in Scotland in order to identify recent progresses and difficulties faced by patients at different stages of management of the disease. Semi structured interview approach was chosen for its suitability for exploring attitudes, values, beliefs and motives. A total of twelve participants were interviewed. All the twelve participants were chosen through purposive sampling. A phenomenological approach was used to explore perspectives of these twelve professionals having experience of treating patients with urinary bladder carcinoma. All the participants despite of the differences in their views have identified backlog and/or long standing waiting list, lack of patient centered care and shortage of infrastructure, as major barriers in access to care for urinary bladder carcinoma patients. The major gaps identified were inefficiencies of the system and lack of focus on bladder cancer. According to the participants' financial deficiency, systemic complication, age group and socio-economic status of patients are the biggest challenges to overcome these barriers. Professionals gave their opinion for increasing the capacity of the service by establishing bladder cancer care centers and also employing skilled workforce in accordance to the patient number in these centers.
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1. Introduction

Worldwide each year an estimated 382,660 new cases of bladder cancer are diagnosed. In terms of most frequently occurring cancers urinary bladder carcinoma is at number six. It is the most frequently occurring cancer of urinary tract accounting for 1 in every 30 cancer in the United Kingdom [1]. In Scotland urinary bladder carcinoma is the fifth most common cause of cancer in men and fifteenth most common among women. In the year 2010 in Scotland the number of new case diagnosed with urinary bladder cancer was 778 (male 542, female 236) and number of deaths recorded in 2011 were 472 (male 294, female 178). In Scotland between the year 2003 to 2007, 55.1% of the male patients and 37.7% of the females diagnosed with bladder cancer were found to have survived for 5 years or over [2].

All the patients with bladder carcinoma despite of their cancer grading and treatment need to be on constant physicians’ follow up as recurrence and progression is common in this type of cancer [3]. So even after complete recovery physicians regularly do follow up treatment in every 3 to 6 months to observe if the cancer growing back or is there any sign of new cancer progression [4]. Therefore, due to the increase in the year a patient has survived, it has an effect on treatment expenditure and the necessity for accessing to care has increased. This increased need for accessing to care also increases overall workload of the existing support structure, which interrupts access and flow...
of care by giving rise to various gaps and barriers in access to care.

Literature reviews reviled inadequacy of staffs and infrastructure [5-6], prolonged waiting time [7-9] and inequity in cancer care [10-11] as the major barriers in access to care for urinary bladder carcinoma patients. The gaps identified in the literature in service provision were ineffective support system [12-13] and financial inconvenience [14-16]. To find a suitable intervention it is important to understand the link between bladder cancer and the mentioned factors influencing cancer care. The clinical staffs and the healthcare administrators or policy makers remain in close contact with the patients and therefore have a practical experience about mentioned gaps and barriers and other factors influencing urinary bladder cancer care. While there have been studies about breast, lung and other urological cancer, professionals' perspectives about bladder cancer have not been investigated. The aims of this study were to investigate the professionals' perspectives about gaps and barriers in access to care and to inform policies for service improvements in urinary bladder cancer in Scotland.

2. Methods

A phenomenological approach was chosen for this particular study as this method aims to understand the thoughts and experiences of a particular group of people involved in a particular action [17]. Rather than conducting research based on a preconceived frame or a prior hypothesis this study moved forward by collecting and generating data to build a new hypothesis. Semi structured interview approach was chosen for its suitability for exploring attitudes, values, beliefs and motives [18]. A minimum number of 10-15 participants were sought to recruit through purposive sampling. The involvement of expertise’s in healthcare and related support systems is summarized by Dancy, et al. [19] and Riechelmann, et al. [20] as they focused on the involvement of social workers, policy makers side by side with GPs, specialist physicians and trained nurses on specialized fields. Therefore, over a time of one month GPS, specialist nurses, consultant urologists and policy makers were recruited from different hospitals and healthcare organizations in Scotland.

All potential interviewees were first contacted over emails carrying a copy of invitation letter, a participant information sheet and a consent form. The consent form and information sheet carried clear information about the study background and what the participants have to do if they decide to participate in the study. All the interviews were one to one interviews. One to one interviews were chosen as they are more suitable to identify the “essence” of human experiences concerning such specific phenomena whilst remaining true to the description and perspectives of the participants in the study [21]. The topic guide was developed based on the findings emerged from relevant literature. The key areas of concentration in the interviews are summarized in Box A.

Box A: Key areas of concentration in the interviews:
I Factors influencing cancer care:
   a) Low socio-economic status
   b) Patient location/Remote areas
   c) Ethnicity
II Demands of treatment:
   a) Physical demands
   b) Social and psychological demands
   c) Financial and economic demands
III Models of care
IV Policy context in urinary bladder carcinoma treatment
V Gaps in research
VI What is needed now

All interviews with participant's consent were audio taped for further analysis and were disposed at the end of the study. The transcripts were analyzed using NVivo-9. The analysis was performed according to Braun and Clarke’s guideline of ‘Six phase of coding’ qualitative data [22]. Five major issues of concern according to Kendall, et al. [23] while accessing to care for 'cancer patients (eg. Urinary bladder cancer) were considered during data analysis: information, communication, equity, holistic approach and patient centered care.

The study received ethical approval from Ethics Review Group, Centre for Population Health Sciences, The University of Edinburgh.

3. Results

A total of twelve interviews were conducted among which two were phone interviews and the rest were conducted face to face. Among the twelve participants two were urologists, one was a registrar in a hospital urology department, four were General Physicians, four were specialist nurses (one flexible cystoscopy, one stoma and two urology nurse specialist) and the remaining participant was a healthcare policy maker.

An overview of participants' characteristics is given in table 1. All but one participant had the experience of working in respective fields for over 10 years. Only one of the total participants was retired. On an average all the participants except for the GPs were identified to deal with around 10 patients per week. To maintain anonymity the participants were assigned with two identification letters for each: specialist physicians / consultants of urinary bladder carcinoma were denoted ‘CU’; registrar in urology was denoted ‘RU’; specialist nurses were denoted ‘SN’; GPs were denoted ‘GP’ and the healthcare administrator was denoted ‘HA’. Numbering of the individual participants was done chronologically depending on the interview date.

Five themes emerged from the data regarding access to care for patients with urinary bladder carcinoma in Scotland: barriers to care; gaps in service provision; reasons for persistency; service improvements and recent progress. Influencing factors regarding access to care for urinary bladder carcinoma patients in Scotland are discussed in below.
3.1. Barriers to Care

All the professionals despite of the differences in their views have identified three major barriers in access to care for urinary bladder carcinoma patients. The key barriers are: backlog and/or long standing waiting list, lack of patient centered care and shortage of infrastructure.

The reasons behind backlog to persist according to the interviewees were different. The main areas of concern were: miscommunication between the office stuffs and patients, scarcity of skilled clinical and office stuffs and delayed referral. Physicians and nurses agreed that, administrative stuffs need to be more mindful about the patient's situation and give attention to details. From the professionals' perspectives the reason behind miscommunication may be their lack of clinical knowledge, "If we depend on the admission office you can't get this sort of fine-tuned service...... They cannot differentiate between a muscle invasive or metastatic cancer and therefore the process may be delayed for patients who needs immediate care" (CU1)

The clinical stuffs and also the administrator pointed out the shortage of stuffs in NHS as a historical fact. The shortage of stuffs plays a vital role in the development and persistence of long waiting lists, "the hospitals are under resource in terms of both operating time and surgeons to get them through quickly. The departments are under resourced in terms of clinical staffs and clinical resource" (RU). Also some blamed lack of appropriate training to existing stuffs. According to some professionals' providing specialized stuffs need to be more mindful about the patient's situation and give attention to details. From the professionals' perspectives the reason behind miscommunication may be their lack of clinical knowledge, "If we depend on the admission office you can't get this sort of fine-tuned service...... They cannot differentiate between a muscle invasive or metastatic cancer and therefore the process may be delayed for patients who needs immediate care" (CU1)

The clinical stuffs and also the administrator pointed out the shortage of stuffs in NHS as a historical fact. The shortage of stuffs plays a vital role in the development and persistence of long waiting lists, "the hospitals are under resource in terms of both operating time and surgeons to get them through quickly. The departments are under resourced in terms of clinical staffs and clinical resource" (RU). Also some blamed lack of appropriate training to existing stuffs. According to some professionals' providing specialized stuffs need to be more mindful about the patient's situation and give attention to details. From the professionals' perspectives the reason behind miscommunication may be their lack of clinical knowledge, "If we depend on the admission office you can't get this sort of fine-tuned service...... They cannot differentiate between a muscle invasive or metastatic cancer and therefore the process may be delayed for patients who needs immediate care" (CU1)

"(while talking about a nurse specialist who was taken off from her duty station for unknown reason)...... I don't know what the reason was but it is not difficult to train another nurse to take her place" (SN3)

Complexity of the access to care often turns out to be troublesome and time consuming for the patients seeking to access for care. Therefore the system itself often becomes the reason for agitation to the patients. "Our system only allows booking an appointment 4-6 weeks ahead of time. I think it would be good if the patients could come for a cystoscopy and on the same day could book an appointment for their next follow up" (SN1).

Bladder carcinoma patients physically as well as mentally are vulnerable like any patients of chronic diseases. The clinical and the administrative stuffs, all expressed their opinion about dealing with such vulnerable patients with more delicacy. Any slightly insensitive attitude from the clinical stuffs may worsen already degrading mental strength of these patients, "(talking about a patient who was unhappy about the way she was confirmed about her diagnosis) according to her their (hospital stuffs) behavior was uncongenial and they seemed like they are in a hurry...... while informing a patient with such diagnosis people in charge should be a little more sympathetic" (GP2). Clinical stuffs also pointed out to an interesting fact about patients' psychology about presenting their complaints, which sometimes delay the process of referral.

"...... they often think they will tell the consultants their complaints at once...... mostly they want to be referred immediately I understand their concerns but there is a protocol" (GP3)

All the clinicians emphasized that to run the delivery of care smoothly and flawlessly there is no other way than increasing the capacity of infrastructure. In some cities there is only one hospital with capacity to offer specialized procedures like flexible cystoscopy.

"......why you have to come thirty miles for a two minutes procedure...... the whole bladder cancer care service needs to be decentralized...... to provide better service which we always say is, care locally for the patients when possible" (CU2)

Professionals also identified some problems faced by the ethnic minority groups while accessing the care system for bladder cancer. They identified it not only as a problem of the system itself but also sometimes lack of awareness or cooperation for ethnic minority population, "the difficulty for them is because of their cultural background and language barrier...... specially the women" (CU2)

3.2. Gaps in Service Provision

The major gaps in access to care for bladder carcinoma patients identified were: inefficiencies of the system and lack of focus on bladder cancer. Recent years witnessed the development of several support groups for bladder carcinoma patients. The clinicians have expressed that despite their efforts a large number of patients are not aware of these support groups.

"We diagnose the disease but sometimes incomplete and inadequate information, difficulties in addressing patients' perception of fear remains undiagnosed that is where they can use moral or psychological supports"......in recent years several patient support group for bladder carcinoma patients have been established...... but not a lot of people know about it" (CU2).

Clinicians also have talked about some of the confusing situations they face themselves when it comes to the point of supporting suspected but unconfirmed bladder cancer patients. The whole procedure from cystoscopy to biopsy takes 4-6 weeks and more two weeks for the biopsy result to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant code</th>
<th>Type of expertise</th>
<th>Year of experience</th>
<th>Patients seen per week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CU1</td>
<td>Consultant urologist</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU2</td>
<td>Consultant urologist</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RU</td>
<td>Registrar urology</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP1</td>
<td>General physician</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP2</td>
<td>General physician</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Around 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP3</td>
<td>General physician</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP4</td>
<td>General physician</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN1</td>
<td>Nurse specialist</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Around 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN2</td>
<td>Nurse specialist</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN3</td>
<td>Nurse specialist</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN4</td>
<td>Nurse specialist</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>Health policy maker</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
arrive. Clinicians mentioned this time frame very crucial for the patients and expressed that they themselves are confused sometimes about how to support these patients as they don’t know the result is going to be positive or not.

"The patients are very anxious for potential diagnosis and we understand their state of mind but how can you support someone when you don’t know that they have cancer or not" (SN2).

Participants expressed their despondency with the fact that urinary bladder carcinoma being one of the most common types of all carcinomas is not highlighted the same way. Even the relation of common habits like smoking with bladder carcinoma does not often get the same media coverage.

"A lot of people don’t know about bladder cancer. There is a lot of campaign about breast, lung or prostate cancer or the connection of smoking to lung cancer. But most of the people don’t know that there is a relation between bladder cancer and smoking" (SN3).

3.3. Reasons for Gaps and Barriers to Persist

The interviewees identified shortage of finance as the biggest obstacle to overcome the challenges faced in improving the access to care. Interviewees believe that if one specific health problem is given more focus there might be chances for other problems to be over looked, "The difficult thing is with the current finance it is difficult to focus on one disease and as a result another will be over looked" (HA)

Overcoming resistances within NHS system sometimes is a big challenge itself. As any new decision needs to go through bureaucratic pathways before it is finally implemented it gives rise to inerntness and infirmity.

"Any improvement of the service always meets with resistance from the stffs, rigidity of NHS system and convincing the stack holders that what improvement a real redesign may make...... sometimes the problem is a redesign is made only redesigns sake (CU2)"

Age of the affected patients plays a vital role in different steps of disease management especially in development of charitable foundation, attracting media highlight and over all to assure flawless access to care. The professionals expressed that urinary bladder carcinoma usually affects the older patients and this is unfortunately one of the major reasons this cancer not receiving media coverage and public attention like other types of common cancers, comparing to other cancers it (bladder cancer) is more of a common disease to elderly and social deprived group of people. Whereas majority of prostate or breast cancer patients are comparatively younger and more privileged who have the courage to start a movement so these are more talked about, more advertised......" (RU)

3.4. Service Improvements

Participants had different thoughts about how access to care can be improved but they all agreed on one point that it requires team work, a specialized Centre with proper skilled staffs, establishing more one stop clinics for bladder cancer care and dedication from the clinicians' side, "More dedicated clinicians, nurses, office staffs and operation theaters are needed...... proper co-ordination between GPs, urology, oncology, radiology is needed so that the patients do not need to come every other day" (GP4).

Interviewees also emphasized on establishing a urinary bladder cancer center solely dedicated to care for the bladder cancer patients.

"...... what I would like to see in a utopian world to provide even better care to the patients ‘a bladder cancer center’, where we have dedicated consultants, supported by specialist nurses trained on bladder cancer management, administration office who will understand the importance of disease category, a patient support group and a secretarial assistance who are specially trained to keep communication between the clinical team and bladder carcinoma patients. In short we need a dedicated bladder cancer aspect of the service within the service" (CU1)

Establishing more one stop clinics would also be very useful interviewees said. A one stop clinic acts as a primary care hub where patients can get all types of emergency supports, information and relevant tests done at once on the same day.

"I have seen in my own experience that one stop clinics are better as they can come on one day and seen and reviewed by specialized nurses, go to the radiology have their scan and then go to see one of the doctors for cystoscopy and reviewed which makes things a lot more easier for the patients" (RU)

Some of the interviewees expressed that the first priority should be to identify the main underlying reasons for the gaps and barriers to persist rather than blaming shortage of finance or stffs. They argued that not always the underlying problem can be solved by recruiting more stffs or ensuring more funding.

"There is a scope for redesigning the service...... the first and foremost is to find where the significant bottle necks are...... is it in the initial diagnostic pathway or is it with the patients' anxiety or lack of proper information leading to their fear or slight dissatisfaction with the treatment they are getting" (CU2)

3.5. Recent Progress

All the participants in this study agreed that in last few years there have been noticeable improvements in the access and delivery of care for the urinary bladder carcinoma patients. Professionals' expressed that improvement in referral system, availability of test results and also appointments for follow up has been very satisfactory.

"Patients in last 6-8 years have been a lot better cared for, getting much more information than they used to. May be the new patients won't see the difference but if you talk to any of the old patients they will be able to tell you the big difference. We call the whole procedure CIS (Communication, Information and Support)" (CU1)

There have been several publications, internet websites and also back up booklets for the patients now to gather
information about their disease and to know important facts like side effects while going through chemo or radiotherapy. The clinicians also make effort to make the patients better informed about this available information.

"... I also provide them with back up booklets (Understanding superficial bladder cancer: Macmillan back up booklet)......What I have also started doing recently is to give a leaflet of Maggie’s Center with the Macmillan backup book let. This is a nice place for relaxation and time out for the cancer patients" (SN4).

Another achievement was establishment of several charitable foundations. These foundations provide the patients with not only information about the disease but at times with valuable moral and psychological support. Also the government is organizing nationwide programs to keep people better inform and for earlier diagnosis.

"There is a Scottish government program coming soon called 'Blood in Pea', the plan is to detect urinary bladder cancer early...... as we do not know what proportion of men or women in the community report it to their GPs after they notice blood in their urine, I think this is a good step" (CU2).

4. Discussion

Participants of the study have identified several potential barriers in access to care for patients with urinary bladder carcinoma. The last policy reform has obliterated many historical problems the patients used to face in this field. But as found in the literature review long standing waiting list [7-9] still seems to be the major obstacle for the patients with urinary bladder carcinoma seeking for accessing to care.

A number of interviewees blamed miscommunication between hospital staffs and patients and lack of clinical knowledge as the hospital staffs for this. Due to their lack of clinical knowledge as the hospital staffs tend to deal patients of all stages of cancer in the same manner. A strict national stipulated guideline is present for the patients to be seen by a consultant physician within a certain time frame. But sometimes it happens that the patients miss the appointment date or the patient who needs to be seen by the consultant urgently are put behind the patients for whom seeing the consultant is comparatively less urgent. Professionals also they gave their opinion for the patients to express all their complaints to GPs starting from the very first visit rather than waiting to be referred to the specialists and tell it to them.

According to the literature review [5-6] shortage of clinical staffs was another reason for the barrier with long standing waiting list to persist. The professionals' perspective about this issue was plain and simple. The number of bladder carcinoma patients are increasing every year, so is increasing patient survival time, but the number of clinical staffs are inadequate to handle this increased patient demand. Shortage of infrastructure was identified as another major obstacle in the literature [24] in way to ensure smooth and continual access to care for the patients with urinary bladder carcinoma. The experts supported this theory as they expressed that believe increasing the capacity of the service would help them to perform surgical procedure within an ideal time frame and would eventually be beneficial for the bladder carcinoma patients.

It was also not a beneficial decision for the patient to shut down specialized services in some hospitals. As a result one single hospital and even worse than that, in some cases one trained person has to deal with almost twice the patient load which experts believe may lower the quality of service and would make the waiting lists longer. Not only that, it will eventually increase patients' travelling time to get specialized care. Though it has not been sufficiently highlighted like other common factors as a barrier to care in the literature; inefficiencies of the system like poorly organized care pathways or episodes of care resulting in patient distress can be considered as another major barrier in access to care for bladder carcinoma patients. It would be easier on the patients' part if they can do all the necessary tests in one day unless there is any clinical barrier that they have to wait. But current system in the hospitals does not let the patients perform all activities regarding their treatment management on the same day. Though these types of complain are very much unlikely but sometimes patients become victims of insensitive behavior of the hospital staffs. This may dishearten the patients and may further damage their already degraded mental strength.

From the literature review [25] it was identified that ethnicity plays an important role in bladder cancer management. Professionals' also spoke of this during the interview as they have agreed that for the patients from ethnic minority groups language barrier and cultural beliefs also play a vital role for getting diagnosed at a later stage. Their lack of awareness about bladder cancer and failure to understand seriousness of the disease and symptoms sometimes negatively contribute to disease management.

Many of the studies [13, 26] talked about lack of availability of support providers. But in this study it was found that in the present situation rather than availability of support providers lack of awareness among the patients about these supports services are bigger concern and a gap in service provision that needs to be bridged in order to ensure flawless access to care. The study participants mentioned the eight weeks’ time frame from cystoscopy to biopsy very crucial for the bladder carcinoma patients. They have also expressed their confusion how someone suspected for cancer but not being diagnosed can be supported. Finding a way to provide moral support to these potential patients is of great importance. It was found in the literature[12] and also was found from the professionals' perspectives that even after diagnosis, to assure the patients and guiding them to choose right path of treatment is very crucial. Support is also needed when these patients after surgical procedures like TURBT (Trans-urethral resection of bladder tumor) tries to cope up with stoma and their changed life style as operations like this may alter normal physiological systems.

According to the professionals' lack of focus from the media towards bladder cancer plays an important role for the general population being relatively unaware about this
disease. Any type of carcinoma is life threatening, therefore same focus from the end of social media is expected to raise awareness about these diseases. But bladder cancer according to the study participants is not receiving the same focus in the media like other common cancers.

Though everyone agreed that recent NHS policy about urinary bladder carcinoma has been very useful for the patients but experts identified several potential challenges to overcome to make access to care more patient friendly. But for NHS, funding all the sectors or diseases in the same manner is not easy. If focus is put on one specific disease there is chance of other diseases getting overlooked. Professionals also argued that not only adequate finance is the reason for gaps and barriers to persist. According to them unreasonable behavior of the staffs and rigidity of the major stakeholders (eg. legislative and executive bodies within the government, employers’ organizations, private for profit or community based organizations etc.) also contribute to the persistence of these barriers in the system. Therefore, it is important to set priority and maintain accordance.

Studies [10-11, 27] have identified low socio-economic status as a reason for inequity in access to cancer care but the study participants talked about inequity issue from a relatively different angle. First of all patients of urinary bladder carcinoma are comparatively older than other carcinoma patients. Also this type of carcinoma according to the experts is more common in socially deprived population. Therefore, there is both lack of courage and also lack of awareness among this type of carcinoma patients to attract media coverage or to start a social movement against their disease.

There seem to be a significant demand for employing more skilled clinicians and to increase capacity of service. There is apparently a shortage of skilled clinical staffs from the root level up to specialist physicians for bladder cancer. But just employing more people is not the end of the problem. As found in the studies [19, 26] and also supported by the professionals that there need to be a good co-ordination among all the specific departments like urology, chemotherapy and radiology. Co-ordination of services and teamwork is important to make access to care patient friendly and efficient.

Professionals are found to be a bit unsure of the current separate guidelines for frank and microscopic hematuria. Some of the professionals think there the current guideline needs to be restructured and few were found uninformed and unaware of two separate guidelines. There seemed to be a gap in the communication about guidelines among the professionals. Introducing two separate guidelines and two different patient slots improved the current access to care situation but at the same time it increased the workload. Therefore according to professionals' perspectives the way out of this problem will be to establish a shared care center, more primary care hubs and a skilled workforce to understand patient need.

Several studies focusing on patients’ or clinicians' perspectives about breast, skin or prostate carcinoma have been identified. But no such study regarding urinary bladder carcinoma was found. It is therefore worthwhile to conduct further research to identify is this type of carcinoma really under publicized and if so what are the reasons. Also research is needed to determine the cost benefit ratio if more funding is provided for this disease.

5. Conclusion

Long standing waiting list, lack of patient centered care and the study participants as the major obstacles in access to care for bladder carcinoma patients identified lack of highlight on bladder cancer. As discussed in this study according to the professionals the reasons for these gaps and barriers to persist were many. Shortage of staffs and infrastructure, inefficiencies of the system and financial or systemic barriers were found to play an important role for these barriers and gaps to persist. Professionals gave their opinion for restructuring the existing protocol and increasing the capacity of the service by establishing a cancer care center and more one-stop primary care hubs. Also employing skilled workforce in these centers would eventually help to overcome patients' complains. Though they have agreed that there is limitation of finance but it has been anticipated that implementing mentioned policies in this study will make access to care more patient friendly and efficient. Professionals gave their opinion for increasing the capacity of the service by establishing bladder cancer care centers and also employing skilled workforce in accordance to the patient number in these centers.

Based on the findings of the study, it is proposed that further research is needed regarding perspectives of the patients of Urinary bladder carcinoma to have in depth understanding of the survivors’ difficulties faced while accessing to care and finding ways to ensure better support for these patients. Practical implications of patients with urinary bladder carcinoma are listed.
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